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Q&A 

Q1 Please compare MDP’s earnings for the nine months ended December 2010 with 
the same period of the previous year, giving a break down by factors of volume, 
price and currency exchange rates. Also, I believe that at the time of the interim 
results presentation you had factored in a decline in sales volume for the second 
half. Has this situation worsened since then?  

  
A Looking at the effects on earnings compared with the nine months ended 

December 2009 by factor, volume and price helped to increase results by 96 
billion yen and exchange rates and other factors decreased results by 59 billion 
yen. The net result of these factors was an increase of 37 billion yen. Regarding 
our outlook for sales volumes, the present situation has not deteriorated 
significantly from the time of the interim results, but we believe that weather 
conditions present a downside risk. 

  

Q2 It seems possible that results in non-resource fields could achieve 40-50  billion 
yen in the fourth quarter. Are there any reasons to believe this trend may change 
course? 

  
A The basic trend in the non-resource field will not change. One-off factors in the 

fourth quarter include a cost of 10 billion yen associated with introducing the 
consolidated tax filing system in the Living Essentials and Chemicals business 
groups. The Industrial Finance, Logistics & Development Group still faces 
unstable elements in the market. However, in the non-resource field alone we 
should be able to achieve most of the approximate 40 billion yen difference 
between our full year forecast of 400 billion yen and our nine-month result of 
359.7 billion yen. 
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Q3 Do you expect to be able to record the delayed dividend for the Energy Business 
Group in the fourth quarter? 

  
A We expect to be able to record the dividend in the fourth quarter. Although we 

anticipate exploration costs of several billion yen, our outlook for the Energy 
Business Group for the full year remains unchanged. 

  

Q4 Adjustments and eliminations were -1.9 billion yen for the first three months, 
+1.2 billion yen for the first six months, and -12 billion yen for the nine-month 
period. What is behind this figure for the nine-month period? 

  
A In our in-house tax system each business group computes a tax amount based on 

a simple income calculation. However, on the corporate side, we follow the U.S. 
standard of using a corporate taxation rate based on earnings forecasts to 
compute our tax amount. This difference was negative. 

  

Q5 Please tell us the situation on production, rail and port operations at BMA for 
January. Is there a possibility of production falling below that of the force 
majeure experienced in 2008? 

  
A BMA has currently declared a force majeure. Moreover, operations have been 

suspended at some of the rail and port facilities that BMA uses for shipments, 
due to a cyclone that is currently approaching Australia. 

  

Q6 The amount of increase in operating cash flow appears to be slowing. Is this due 
to the nature of business in the non-resource field? Will operating cash flow 
continue to grow? 

  
A The pattern reflects an increase in operating funds due to a recovery in demand, 

and is not because of negative business factors. 
  

Q7 Investment activity seems to be a little behind schedule. What is behind this? 
Will investment exceed 700 billion yen in the fiscal year ending March 2012? 

  
A In the current period we dealt with many investments such as Donggi-Senoro 

that took time to make a final investment decision. At the time of the interim 
result announcement, we said that we expected to invest a total of around 500 
billion yen–200 billion yen in the first half of the fiscal year and 300 billion yen 
in the second half. We now expect our investments for the second half to be 
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below the 200 billion yen level. We are currently looking at several large-scale 
investments including iron ore projects in Western Australia. I cannot give 
definite timeframes and amounts at this point, but management intends to make 
investments on the scale of 700 to 800 billion yen each year. 

  

Q8 What is the status on reversal of deferred tax assets? 
  
A We are processing deferred tax assets each period in line with accounting 

standards. The effect of tax law revisions has been rather modest. 
  

Q9 Production at BMA for the period from October to December is given as 4.5 
million tons. Please break this figure down to monthly production. Also, how has 
the situation in January changed compared to December? 

  
A I cannot comment on specific monthly production since Mitsubishi Corporation 

does not disclose those figures. However, the effect of the rain was strongest in 
December. Results for January have not yet been released. 

  

Q10 With respect to copper projects, can we expect dividends to reflect the rise in 
copper prices? 

  
A First I should explain that the earnings that fund the dividends are also subject to 

numerous factors apart from the copper market, including production, operation 
conditions, re-investment plans and others. The policy on dividends is not set in 
stone at this point, but if copper trades in a high price range then the dividends 
seem likely to continue in the fourth quarter. 

  

Q11 Should we expect MDP to make a loss in the fourth quarter?  
  
A At this stage we do not expect to make a loss. 
  

Q12 What is the expected scale of dividends from the Sakhalin II project for the 
fourth quarter? 

  
A Dividends from that project were recorded from the third quarter. We expect 

fourth quarter dividends to be of the same scale. 
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Q13 Automobile operations and other non-resource field businesses are making 
strong progress. Are there any uncertain factors for these going into the next 
period? 

  
A Our automobile operations are performing strongly, particularly in Indonesia and 

Thailand. We expect growth to remain steady going forward. We also expect 
strong performance in the Chemicals Group, trending upward. 

  

Q14 In the Energy Business Group, E&P operations are also growing in addition to 
LNG. Is this because oil prices and volume have been steady? 

  
A Both have been steady. 
  

Q15 Earnings at MDP have contracted between the second and third quarters by 
about 24 billion yen. What is the cause of this? Also, at the interim results 
announcement, earnings for the whole corporation were expected to decline by 
55 billion yen in the second half compared with the first half. Is performance still 
following your expected trajectory, even in light of this fall in MDP’s earnings? 

  
A The main factors behind the decline of around 24 billion yen were 1) a decrease 

in sales price and 2) a decrease in sales volume from 8.3 to 7.1 million tons 
caused by bad weather, 3) increased costs for measures to counter rain, and 4) 
the appreciation of the Australian dollar against the US dollar. Moreover, MDP 
was not the only factor included in the forecast for an earnings decline of 55 
billion yen from the first to the second half. 

  

Q16 Are you thinking of increasing dividends in cases where you have invested less 
than planned? 

  
A We do not consider the dividend amount to be directly tied to progress in 

executing investments. The dividend payout ratio during the period of Midterm 
Corporate Strategy 2012 was between 20 and 25%. If we achieve our full year 
results of 400 billion yen then we envisage a dividend of 56 yen. If profits 
exceed 400 billion yen then we will consider increasing the dividend within our 
target range. 
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Q17 Your forecast earnings in the fourth quarter seem quite low at 40.3 billion yen. 
Do you intend to revise the full year forecast upward? 

  
A Overall our business apart from MDP, including non-resource fields, is 

performing well. Results for MDP are difficult to forecast due to uncertain 
factors including the arrival of Australia’s largest cyclone ever. Even so, we 
remain confident that we will achieve our target result of 400 billion yen, and so 
we have not revised our forecast. 

  

Q18 How is the situation for the Machinery Group outside of automobiles? 
  
A In our construction and mass production machinery business good performance 

at our subsidiary rental services provider Nikken Corporation in particular has 
contributed to overall improvement in this domain. 

 
 




